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Abstract
We investigated the thermal mechanism involved in laser desorption/ionization (LDI) of thermally
labile molecules from the flat surfaces of amorphous Si (a-Si) and crystalline Si (c-Si). a-Si was
selected for this study because of its thermal property, such as low thermal conductivity; thus, it
was predicted to be highly susceptible to laser-induced surface heating. By virtue of lack of
surface nanostructures, the flat surfaces offer a simple model system to focus on the thermal
mechanism, avoiding other effects, including possible non-thermal contributions that can arise
from the physical existence of surface nanostructures. For the energetics study, the internal
energies of substituted benzylpyridinium ions produced by LDI on the bare and coated surfaces
of a-Si and c-Si were obtained using the survival yield method. The results, including LDI
thresholds, ion yields, and internal energies all suggested that the LDI mechanism would be
indeed thermal, which is most likely promoted by thermal desorption caused by laser-induced
surface heating. In addition, the LDI process driven by laser-induced thermal desorption (LITD)
was also found to be capable of depositing an excessive internal energy in resulting LDI ions,
which underwent a dissociation. It exhibited the essentially same features as in postsource
decay (PSD) in MALDI-TOF/TOF mass spectrometry. We report that the LDI process by LITD
offers not only a way of intact ionization but also a facile means for PSD of peptide ions, which
this work demonstrates is well suited to peptide sequencing using TOF/TOF mass spectrometry.
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Introduction

Laser desorption/ionization (LDI) of intact biomolecules
from surfaces has been a subject of extensive studies in

recent years [1]. By avoiding the use of matrixes, LDI
provides a way around shortcomings from matrixes that are
inevitably employed in MALDI mass spectrometry. In
addition, the phenomenon of direct LDI of thermally labile

molecules from surfaces is intriguing itself and worth a
study, where the fundamental interaction of surfaces with
photon and analytes is deeply involved.

In pursuit of LDI methods that can be alternatives to the
conventional MALDI method, LDI on various nanostructured
surfaces have been investigated. The LDI process of thermally
labile molecules was first found to occur on the nanoporous
surfaces of crystalline Si (c-Si) formed by photo-electrochem-
ical etching [1, 2]. Without the surface porosity of a sub-
micrometer dimension on c-Si, the LDI process was hardly
observed to take place. Later on, the surfaces of c-Si tailored
with various nanostructures were also demonstrated for their
capabilities for efficient LDI, the examples of which include
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porous Si surfaces formed by various methods [3], Si nanowires
[4, 5], clathrate-structured Si surfaces [6], Si microcolumn and
nanoposts arrays [7, 8], as well as commercial sample plates
such as NALDI (Bruker-Daltonics, Bremen, Germany) [9].
Accordingly, the utilization of surface nanostructures has been
common and in fact considered to be indispensable in the
previous developments of high-efficiency LDI surfaces.

Due to the complex nature of LDI process, understanding
of the detailed LDI mechanism still requires a further study.
However, previous studies recognized the possible role of
laser-induced surface heating, which has provided a reason-
able account for energy transfer enabling intact desorption of
molecules from nanostructured surfaces [3, 10, 11]. In the
thermal mechanism, the surface nanostructures provide a
thermal conduction barrier that tends to trap absorbed laser
energy momentarily in the nano-dimension. It thus causes a
rapid surface heating, which may promote intact desorption of
thermally labile molecules [12, 13]. On the other hand, non-
thermal contributions to the desorption process have also been
proposed. For example, the bottleneck effect in energy transfer,
when combined with shockwaves created by the physical
existence of nanostructures, was discussed to assist the LDI
process [14]. Due to the coexistence of various thermal and
non-thermal components in the nanostructure-assisted LDI
process, the investigation of the LDI mechanism on nano-
structured surfaces has had to be complicated.

Although not plenty, a few reports are known for LDI of
thermally labile molecules from flat surfaces (i.e., surfaces
without surface nanostructures). The examples include the flat
surfaces of amorphous Si (a-Si) [3] and commercially available
Al foils [15]. In particular, LDI of peptides pronounced on the
flat a-Si surfaces is notable because, as found in the previous
studies, LDI of thermally labile molecules from the flat surfaces
of c-Si has never been known before [1, 2]. In fact, the room-
temperature optical and thermal properties of a-Si are compa-
rable to those of c-Si, except a discernable difference in thermal
conductivity. The different LDI behaviors, thus, can be
suggested to be due to the difference in thermal conductivity
between the two phases of Si, which is most likely related to
laser-induced surface heating. In addition, the lack of surface
nanostructures also offers a unique opportunity to focus on the
thermal desorption involved in the LDI process [16, 17], which
otherwise would be complicated with other effects arising from
surface nanostructures. It includes the dependence of LDI
efficiency on structural parameters such as aspect ratios [10],
and possible non-thermal contributions such as shockwaves
that can be blended in the thermal mechanism [14].

In recent years, the investigation of nanostructured surfaces
for LDI mass spectrometry has not been solely limited to the
subject of soft ionization. It attempts to extend its scope toward
the functional LDI surfaces that further allow the characteriza-
tion of analytes, providing such capabilities as in-source decay
(ISD) and postsource decay (PSD) [9, 18]. However, both
fragmentation techniques without the aid of surface nano-
structures have not been known yet.

In this paper, we explored the thermal mechanism, more
specifically, laser-induced thermal desorption (LITD) [16,
17], involved in the LDI process using the flat surfaces of
a-Si and c-Si. In an effort to characterize the LITD process,
we diagnosed the internal energies of substituted benzyl-
pyridinium (BP) ions produced by pulsed laser irradiation
from the flat surfaces using the survival yield method [19,
20]. As a result, we demonstrate in this study that LITD is
not only a way for direct LDI of thermally labile molecules,
but it also can provide a facile way to increase the internal
energy of intact LDI ions, leading to PSD of peptide ions
suitable for peptide sequencing using modern TOF/TOF
mass spectrometry.

Materials and Methods
Clonidine (monoisotopic mass: 229.0 Da), azithromycin
(749.0 Da), bradykinin 1-5 (572.7 Da), bradykinin 1-7
(756.9 Da), angiotensin II (1046.2 Da), Substance
P (1347.6 Da), and somatostatin (1637.9 Da) were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (Suwon, Korea). Octadecyltrichlorosilane
(OTS; CH3(CH2)17SiCl3) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and
undecyltrichlorosilane (UTCS; CH3(CH2)10SiCl3) was from
Gelest, Inc. (Morrisville, PA). HPLC-grade methanol, hexane,
and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) were from Merck (Seoul, Korea).
Other high-purity reagents, including acetonitrile (ACN),
methylene chloride, and CHCA (α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic
acid) were purchased also from Sigma-Aldrich. Substituted BP
preformed ions, 4-methoxy-BP, 4-methly-BP, and 4-chloro-BP
were custom-synthesized by Hanchem Co. (Daejeon, Korea).
The reagents were used without further purification.

Preparation of a-Si Surface and Surface Coating
with Silane Compounds

The a-Si surfaces were prepared in-house. A Si target was
sputtered with a 1 keV DC Ar ion beam and deposited on a
rotating Si wafer (6 in. diameter, boron-doped, 1-10 ohm-cm;
LG Siltron Inc., Kumi, Korea) at room temperature. The Si
wafer was also used to provide the flat surfaces of c-Si in this
study. The thickness of a-Si layer was prepared to be 100 nm.
The root-mean-square surface roughnesses measured by
atomic force microscopy (AFM; XE-150, PSIA, Suwon,
Korea) were 0.14 and 0.07 nm for the surfaces of prepared a-
Si and c-Si wafer, respectively.

The surfaces of a-Si and c-Si were further coated using
OTS and UTCS [5]. The chips were first cleaned by
sonication in 100% IPA for 30 s, washed in deionized water
(Milli-Q; Millipore Korea, Seoul, Korea), and then dried
under a gentle flow of nitrogen. After the cleaning step, the
chip surfaces were further cleaned using a super-piranha
solution (H2O2, HNO3, and H2SO4 in a 10:1:6 volume
ratio). Immediately after the piranha treatment, surface
derivatization was carried out by dipping the cleaned chips
in the silane solution (1 mM in hexane) in a nitrogen glove
box for 16 h. The chips were cleaned using methylene
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chloride and IPA and dried in a nitrogen gas flow, and stored
in a vacuum dessiccator until the experiments.

LDI Mass Spectrometry

In this work, a MALDI-TOF/TOF mass spectrometer (Auto-
flex III; Bruker-Daltonics, Leipzig, Germany) was used, which
was equipped with a 355 nm pulsed laser operated at 200 Hz.
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of a laser pulse was
measured to be 7 ns using a high-speed photodiode. The
maximum pulse energy was 5 μJ when measured at the sample
position, and the laser beam diameter was set to be about
100 μm. The parameters give an estimate of 9×106 Wcm–2 for
the laser irradiance (I), when the laser energy is 4.5 μJ/pulse
(90%). The laser power is reported in this work as a relative
laser power, that is, the percentage power (%) relative to the
maximum value of 5 μJ, which was obtained from the setting
values in the control program (flexControl; Bruker-Daltonics,
Bremen, Germany). Typically, a laser power of 75%–80% was
used to take a LDI mass spectrum, and a power of 90% or
higher was used to create PSD of peptide ions. In the PSD
experiments, the LIFT-TOF/TOF method adapted by the
commercial instrument was utilized [21]. For MALDI experi-
ments, CHCA was used as matrix (5 mg/mL in 50% ACN
including 0.5% TFA).

Determination of Internal Energy of BP Ions

To interrogate the internal energy of LDI ions, we employed the
survival yield method using a series of substituted benzylpyr-
idinium (BP) ions. In this study, three BP ions (R-Bz-Py+) with
a different substituent (R) on the benzyl group, 4-methoxy-BP
(Ec=1.3 eV), 4-methly-BP (1.6 eV), and 4-chloro-BP
(1.73 eV), were employed, covering a range of critical energies
(Ec) for the unimolecular decomposition reaction (Figure 1).

The survival yield method for MALDI was discussed in-
depth in a previous paper [20], the method and assumptions

of which was directly adapted by this work. Briefly, the
dissociation of parent BP ions, M+ (R-Bz-Py+), to the
substituted benzyl cation fragment, F+ (R-Bz+), was monitored
as a function of laser power using a TOF mass spectrometer in
linear mode. The survival yield (SY) of BP ions was then
obtained by I(M+)/[I(M+) + I(F+)], where I(M+) and I(F+) are
the abundances of the parent ion and the fragment ion,
respectively. The observed survival yield gave an experimental
rate constant (kexp) for the unimolecular decomposition
by kexp=–(1/τ) ln(SY), where 100 ns was used for the
characteristic reaction time (τ) for all BP ions. These
experimental rate constants were further compared with the

Figure 1. Schematic of the dissociation reaction of substi-
tuted BP ions in the survival yield method and the resulting
mass spectrum for 4-methly-BP (2 pmol) obtained from a-Si
(OTS) in linear TOF mode

Figure 2. LDI mass spectra of a peptide mixture of
angiotensin II, Substance P, and somatostatin obtained from
(a) a-Si(bare) (2 pmol, 88% laser power) and (b) c-Si(OTS)
surfaces (5 pmol, 92% laser power)

Figure 3. Plots of total ion yields for 4-methoxy-BP, [I(M+) +
I(F+)], produced by LDI on a-Si(bare) filled circle (●), a-Si(OTS)
open circle (○), and c-Si(OTS) open square (□) surfaces, and
by MALDI using CHCA matrix filled diamond (♦)
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values predicted by RRKM (Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus)
theory, yielding the estimates for the internal energy of BP ions
produced in the gas phase by the LDI process.

Results and Discussion
Laser-Induced Surface Heating of Flat Si Surfaces

In an effort to look into the thermal mechanismmore closely, we
carried out a comparative study on LDI using the flat surfaces of
a-Si and c-Si. The bulk thermal property of a-Si is very close to
that of c-Si, except a noticeable difference in thermal conduc-
tivity (K). The thermal conductivity of a-Si (5.5 Wm–1 K–1) is
much lower than that of c-Si (150 Wm–1 K–1) [22, 23], which
can play a role in preventing the absorbed laser energy from
being quickly dispersed into the bulk by heat conduction. Using

1.65 Jcm–3 K–1 for the specific heat (Cp) of a-Si, one can obtain
an estimate of about 90 nm for the depth of conductive
heating (D = [Kt/Cpπ]

1/2) after a laser irradiation for a
characteristic time (t=7 ns) [11]. As for c-Si, its thermal
properties (K=150 Wm–1 K–1 and Cp=1.67 Jcm

–3 K–1) give a
much longer depth (D) of about 450 nm. The low thermal
conductivity of a-Si can drastically increase the surface
temperature upon absorption of pulsed laser energy. In this
regard, the low thermal conductivity is in fact the property that
is analogous to the physical conduction barriers presented by
surface nanostructures, which enhance laser-induced surface
heating.

Using the literature values (K and Cp) along with a model
laser pulse in triangular shape with 7 ns at FWHM, the increase
in surface temperature because of the absorption of a laser pulse
can be simulated using the analytical solutions for the heat

Figure 4. Plots of survival yields for (a) 4-methoxy-BP (Ec=1.3 eV), (b) 4-methyl-BP (1.6 eV), and (c) 4-chloro-BP (1.73 eV),
along with the corresponding internal energies for (d) 4-methoxy-BP, (e) 4-methyl-BP, and (f) 4-chloro-BP (2 pmol). The results
were obtained from a-Si(bare) filled circle (●), a-Si(OTS) open circle (○), and c-Si(OTS) open square (□) surfaces, and using
MALDI (CHCA) filled diamond (♦), as a function of laser power. The error bar indicates the standard deviation evaluated from
three independent measurements
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diffusion equation [16]. The simulation shows that the
absorption of laser energy rapidly increases the surface
temperature reaching to the peak temperature at around 9 ns.
It also predicts that the peak temperatures achievable on a-Si
and c-Si surfaces are quite different. For example, the increase
in surface temperature as high as 1400Kwas predicted for a-Si,
whereas only 300 K was calculated for c-Si, when a laser pulse
of 6MW/cm2 was assumed to be fully absorbed by the surfaces
(see Supplemental Information). Although solving the equation
using the room temperature thermal properties may have
limitations in predicting the peak surface temperature created
in such a short time duration (G20 ns) in the high temperature
region, the results still indicate that the difference in the thermal
conductivity of a-Si and c-Si can create a substantial difference
in laser-induced surface heating.

LDI of Thermally Labile Molecules from Flat Si
Surfaces

We started with examining LDI of molecules from the bare
surfaces of a-Si, a-Si(bare). A set of test molecules was used,
which included small drug molecules (clonidine and
azithromycin), and peptides (bradykinin 1-5, bradykinin 1-
7, angiotensin II, Substance P, and somatostatin), represent-
ing a range of molecular weights up to 1600 Da. When the
flat surfaces of a-Si, a-Si(bare), were used for LDI experi-
ments, all of the test molecules led to the formation of intact
protonated molecules (data not shown), as reported by a
previous study [3]. In contrast, LDI from a clean c-Si surface
(Si wafer) did not produce any of intact ions except for a
trace amount of clonidine ions.

On the other hand, we also examined the effect of surface
derivatization. We employed the surface coating with OTS
[5]. The surface derivatization was found to enhance the LDI
efficiency on the coated a-Si surfaces, a-Si(OTS), for a
factor of two to several against the test molecules. The
detection limit for a-Si(OTS) was measured to be better than
0.05 and 10 fmol for clonidine and angiotensin II,
respectively. Interestingly, even the OTS-coated c-Si surfa-
ces, c-Si(OTS), began to exhibit a LDI activity. The
efficiency on c-Si(OTS) was still very low so that a high
level of laser power (990%) and sample load (95 pmol) was
necessary to observe the intact ions of peptides (Figure 2).

In this work, we employed the OTS-coated flat surfaces
of a-Si and c-Si because both surfaces have the same
chemical property because of the same passivation layer
(OTS) and exhibit the LDI activity for thermally-labile
molecules such as peptides as well.

Internal Energy of BP Ions Produced by LDI
on Flat Si Surfaces

In order to characterize the LITD process, we determined the
internal energy of BP ions produced from a-Si(OTS) and
c-Si(OTS). The use of preformed ions, which does not require
the charge-acquiring step for the LDI process, allowed this

study to focus more on the desorption process. In the study, we
chose the average internal energy instead of the energy
distribution [20].

Figure 3 shows the plots of total ion yields for 4-methoxy-
BP, [I(M+) + I(F+)], displaying the LDI efficiencies for the
different surfaces of a-Si(bare), a-Si(OTS), and c-Si(OTS). For
comparison, the results for MALDI using CHCA matrix,
MALDI(CHCA), are also given. As shown in the results, a-Si
(OTS) and MALDI(CHCA) were found to possess similar
near-threshold behaviors and comparable LDI efficiencies. a-Si
(bare) surfaces also exhibited a similar laser power threshold.
However, its LDI efficiency was lower than those of a-Si(OTS)
and MALDI(CHCA). On the other hand, LDI from c-Si(OTS),
even after the surface coating with OTS, was still inefficient,
exhibiting a high threshold (990%) and very low ion yields.

The survival yields and obtained internal energies of three
BP ions produced from a-Si(bare), a-Si(OTS), and c-Si(OTS)
are given in Figure 4, along with the results for MALDI
(CHCA). The results display some characteristic features for
the LDI process. First, LDI on c-Si(OTS) requires a higher laser
power than on a-Si(OTS). It is in good agreement with the fact
that a-Si is more susceptible to laser-induced surface heating
than c-Si because of its low thermal conductivity. Second, at a
given high laser power, such as 95%, the internal energy of ions

Figure 5. PSD spectra of angiotensin II obtained from (a) a-
Si(UTCS), (b) a-Si(OTS) surfaces, and (c) using MALDI
(CHCA); (2 pmol, 95% laser power, 400 shots)
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produced on a-Si(OTS) is about 0.4 eV higher than that
produced from c-Si(OTS). The higher internal energy for a-Si
(OTS) supports that laser-induced surface heating is indeed
deeply involved in the LDI mechanism. Third, in comparison
between a-Si(bare) and a-Si(OTS), the internal energies of both
cases appear to be comparable, despite the different LDI
efficiencies (Figure 3). It suggests that the main driving force
for the LDI process relies on the substrate property rather than
the surface property due to coatings.

More importantly, the internal energy as a function of laser
power increases in the above-threshold region (75%~85%),
which is noticeable compared with the previous results on
nanostructured surfaces. Previously, little change was found in
the internal energies of BP ions produced from porous Si and Si
nanoposts, and was interpreted to be due to the contribution of
non-thermal effects [24]. The observed increase thus suggests
that such nonthermal effects may not be involved in this study.
Accordingly, the features revealed by the internal energy study
indicate that the LDI process from the flat Si surfaces is indeed
mainly driven by a thermal mechanism; more specifically, the
LITD process caused by laser-induced surface heating,
although the ionization step (i.e., the charge-acquiring process)
is still a subject of further study.

PSD of Peptide Ions Produced by LDI on Flat Si
Surfaces

The MALDI method using CHCA matrix is a common
choice for PSD-TOF/TOF mass spectrometry, where the
method induces the extensive fragmentation of peptide
ions under high MALDI laser fluences. The resulting
fragment ions provide the sequence information for the
peptides [25].

As shown in Figure 4, near the threshold MALDI(CHCA)
apparently produces colder ions (i.e., ions with a lower internal
energy). However, the internal energy of MALDI ions
increases rapidly with the increased laser power and becomes
comparable to that of LDI ions from a-Si(OTS) in the high laser
power regime (990%), which is in fact the high energy regime
where MALDI(CHCA) creates PSD of peptide ions. This
result suggests a new usage of the LITD process as a way of
supplying the excessive internal energy necessary to cause
PSD for peptide characterization without employing matrixes.

In order to corroborate such a postulation, we carried out
TOF/TOF mass spectrometry of peptide ions [21], angiotensin
II and Substance P, produced by LDI on a-Si(OTS) and a-Si
(UTCS) (Figure 5, see also Supplemental Information). Indeed,
all TOF/TOF spectra obtained from LDI on the flat a-Si
surfaces in the high laser power regime (990%) clearly showed
pronounced PSD of the peptide ions. The PSD spectra
exhibited the essentially same backbone cleavages as generated
in MALDI(CHCA) with a similar intensity pattern. The
essentially same results indicate that their decay mechanisms
are identical and are caused by the excess internal energy,
although they resulted from the different ionization methods.

Conclusion
In this study, we investigated the LDI process occurring on the
flat surfaces of a-Si and c-Si. In a comparative study on the
internal energy of BP ions from the two Si surfaces, the LDI
mechanism from the flat Si surfaces was revealed to be largely
thermal, governed by LITD caused by laser-induced surface
heating. In addition, LITD was also found to be capable of
depositing an excessive internal energy in LDI ions in the high
laser power regime, which could lead to a metastable
decomposition of peptide ions. In conclusion, the matrix-free
LDI method driven by the thermal mechanism is not only a way
of intact ionization of thermally labile molecules. We report that
it also presents a facile means to cause PSD of peptide ions
suitable for TOF/TOF mass spectrometry, by demonstrating
pronounced PSD of peptide LDI ions, which is comparable to
the MALDI(CHCA) case, for the first time, from the flat
surfaces that are amenable to laser-induced surface heating.
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